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Manufacturers Record

Baltimore, Md.; Nov. 8, 1912.

Rev. T. O. Larrimore, pres.,
Dixieland College,
Gainesville, Fla.

Dear Sir:

The MANUFACTURERS RECORD desires to secure for its own columns, as well as for its Daily Bulletin of industrial news, correct information regarding plans for erecting buildings and all enlargements and improvements of existing structures in the South and Southwest.

Therefore, we shall appreciate your co-operation in this work by filling in (as fully as possible) the enclosed form as relating to the college buildings you will erect.

Very truly yours,

MANUFACTURERS RECORD.
For Manufacturers Record, Baltimore, Md.

Your name..................................................................................................................
Address......................................................................................................................

City in which building is to be located..................................................................
State.........................................................................................................................

Size of building to be erected..................................................................................
For what purpose.....................................................................................................

Fireproof, ordinary or mill construction..................................................................

Approximate cost without mechanical equipment.................................................

Character and cost of heating plant........................................................................
Character and cost of lighting plant.........................................................................

Character and cost of sidewalk or vault lights.........................................................
Character and cost of elevators................................................................................

Character of roofing..................................................................................................

Name and address of owner......................................................................................
Name and address of architect................................................................................

Name and address of contractor..............................................................................

Date when contract was awarded...........................................................................
If not awarded, date of opening bids........................................................................

Address proposals to: Name....................................................................................
Address....................................................................................................................

Other available details not covered in above questions..........................................


If prices are wanted on boilers, engines, pumps, contractors' machinery, building materials, electrical equipment or ANY OTHER KIND OF MACHINERY OR SUPPLIES, specify what is required, and this will be published without charge in the Manufacturers Record and its Daily Bulletin, and you will thus promptly obtain competitive prices from leading manufacturers throughout the country.

The MANUFACTURERS RECORD is a live paper for live people. It is the most widely quoted paper of its class in the world; it is the exponent of Southern and Southwestern development. Do you read it?